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We are

ARCHITECTS
from different countries, a youthful team on 
the move. Our collaborations and projects 
are increasingly international.

We

DESIGN
in different scales and scopes, from single 
family housing projects and offices to large 
public buildings.
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YAM YAM
-CANTEEN RESTAURANT-

Yam Yam is a canteen restaurant of the Business Center, most 
frequently used by employers on their break time. The main idea 
behind redesigning it was to turn this communal dining hall into a 
relaxing and modern place to eat.

The concept of the project is to break the monotony of the vast 
space by introducing artificial trees, which serve both as decorative 
stands for lighting and dividers that provide privacy.

This way, the place becomes an extension of the outside garden 
often used during the summer.
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YAM YAM
-CAFÉ-

Yam Yam is an outdoor café secluded in the small square between 
two towers of the previously mentioned Business Center.

Considering it’s found in the quiet place, hidden from view, the 
idea was to create intimate atmosphere, as in the backyard of 
the house. The existing trees and benches are used for casual 
seating and the rest of the tables are gathered around them. The 
lighting, including floor lamps and hanging lightbulbs, is used to 
create warm, cozy feeling.

The whole place visually connects to the indoor restaurant via 
decorative artificial trees.
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WILLIAMSBURG
-CAFÉ BAR-

Project for Williamsburg Cafe Bar was done for two cafes in 
different places, but with common identity.

Lively design; geometric floor tiles, simple finishing on walls and 
ceilings as a background for playful shelves and lighting, high  
wooden tables with bar stools, emphasized blackboard with menu 
written on it are found in both places. The difference is in dominant 
color -  white in the first one and yellow in the second one.

The concept was to create a distinguishing atmosphere, so that 
it’s clear cafes are part of the same brand, but with both having a 
unique design.
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KIMONO 
-RESTAURANT-

Inspiration for designing Kimono restaurant was found in Japanese 
art. Colorful paintings, floral motives, vegetation and logograms 
are incorporated into design.

The area is enclosed with light wooden panels. Dominant colors 
are red and black, with several vibrantly painted table tops inspired 
mostly by nature. Significant motives are also vegetation and water. 
Small decorative trees take place inside of the restaurant, ivy is 
covering the walls around the fountain, and the whole outdoor 
space is defined by large planter boxes.

Designed like this, restaurant design matches the food choice.
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KAHVESI 
-CAFÉ-

Kahvesi café is situated on the ground floor and extends to the 
outside of the frequently visited shopping mall in Sarajevo.

Wooden, light gray panels, are playfully arranged to reduce the 
noise and visually enclose the place. Both furniture and lighting 
are simple, but picked in vivid colors, matching the pattern on the 
floor. 

The idea behind designing a café in the shopping mall was 
to isolate it from the rush, while creating vibrant and inviting 
atmosphere that will correspond with the character of the mall.



LIVING ROOM
-CAFÉ BAR-

In Living Room project, one of the main requirements was 
sheltering the place from the frequent west wind.

Regarding café’s name and overall concept, the solution was to 
recreate a living room outdoors. Wooden wall with windows and 
bookshelves, together with gable roof, was introduced to protect 
the place from the draft and rain.

Using carpets, lamps and vases with plants and flowers, the café 
reflects homely and cozy atmosphere.
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PREMIUM FOOD
-FAST FOOD-

Premium food is a fast food located in the city center of Sarajevo.
High tables and bar stools are handy for people coming in groups 
or alone to grab a quick bite.

The upper part of the space is eye-catching; wooden boards 
on the ceiling turning into shelves with spice boxes on the walls 
accentuate lighting in the middle with wired floating clouds.

Light wood panels, along with soothing colors, flower pots and 
floral motives on the walls make it a nice and cozy place to eat.
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DELICIOUS
-PASTRY SHOP-

Delicious is a pastry shop located in a shopping center. Painted in 
all pink at first, it needed a makeover; an inviting interior that will 
stand out between other shops.

The redesign project featured white wooden surfaces simply 
decorated with signs and captions, soft-colored wallpapers and 
elegant counter for displaying fresh fruits, cakes, biscuits and 
other colorful treats.

Large pendant lamps, together with the name sign provide plenty 
of light, creating a bright atmosphere that easily attracts customers 
inside.
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SINIJA 
-FAST FOOD-

‘Sinija’ is a fast food selling traditional Bosnian food. Therefore, 
traditional motives, materials and furniture pieces are used in the 
project and interpreted in a contemporary way.

Reimagined weaving loom, made in colors of traditional carpets 
serves as a signboard.  The whole frontal part that dominates the 
space is made out of wood and carved with geometric shapes. 

All of these motives, that have long been incorporated in Bosnian 
art and interior design, are put in another perspective to create a 
mixture of old and new design.
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PIDE & LAHMCN
-FAST FOOD-

Pide & Lahmcn is a fast food where one can buy traditional Turkish 
specialties. Since the food is meant to be homemade-like, the idea 
in designing the place was to also recreate atmosphere of the 
home kitchen.

Paintings of shelves, cabinets, dishes and other items found in 
dining spaces cover the walls. The most noticeable part is the  
serving counter, with the outlines of bar stools painted on the front 
side and geometric pendant lights above it.

By using this approach, it was possible to achieve clean and 
modern design, but also keep it thematically related to the concept 
of the place.
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featured in Curve

          magazine

MINDER
-FAST FOOD-

Fast Food ‘Minder’ is located in Bascarsija, Sarajevo’s Old Town. 
The concept of the project was reimagining traditional Bosnian 
interior and furniture design to create a completely contemporary 
look.

By taking pieces of traditional furniture, materials, geometric 
patterns and motives from the past, and reinterpreting them in a 
new way, the interior od the object became modern, playful and 
comfortable, but at the same time linked with its surroundings by 
the atmosphere.



K&N OFFICE
-LAW OFFICE-

K&N project included designing an entrance hall and a conference 
room, as a part of the larger office space. 

Regarding the rest of the space and reflecting company’s visual 
identity, the idea was using clear lines, simple, elegant furniture 
and quality materials to emphasize the spaciousness of the office.

Large windows show a nice view and let a lot of natural light 
in, so only two large pendant lights were used to highlight the 
conference table.

Whole space is imagined as open, tasteful conference room with 
no visual distractions during the meetings.
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E-A OFFICE
-LAW OFFICE-

The challenge of this project was to design a modern and cozy 
lawyer’s office and a meeting room in a realtively small space.

One of the requirements was a lot of storage room and it became a 
focal point of design. Modular shelves were introduced to partially 
divide the space, but keep it airy and visually connected. 
Light, natural tones, combined with large pendants and lamps, 
were used to brighten up the space.

Following this concept, a small, dull office space was turned into 
dynamic and inspiring place to work.
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If your dreams don’t scare you,                 
    they’re not big enough.

Design the future!

Sketch your dreams...

We love clients.

Live your dream...

Contact
NPA STUDIO

Germany office: 00 49 69 2547 2464
B&H office: 00 387 33 212 536


